PCI Synthesis Chemistry Summer Fellowship
Benjamin Solomon

Albert C. Erickson ’30 Summer Research Award
Christopher Conroy
Eric Gustafson

Stanley Geschwind Memorial Summer Internship Award
Rory Jones

Chandler Bailey Internship in Economics
Theresa Smith

Innovation and Entrepreneurship Program U-Reka Honorees
First Place: Taylor Bearden
Second Place: Sharon Bort
Third Place: Ngozi Bui (Minnie)
Baran Carneyer
Christopher Cleary
Heather MacKenzie
Hannah Galgian
Nathalia Vega-Dalton
Rachel Minsky
Laura Overton
Anna Rosenthal

Arthur and Rochelle Belfer Fund for Scholars of Holocaust Studies
Shelby Margolin

Ina R. and Haskell R. Gordon Fund for Undergraduate Students of Holocaust Studies
Danielle Osterman
Anna Voremburg

Sara Bickman Music and Arts Summer Internship Award
Emma Bell
Nicholas Hancock
Olivia Marry
Ashley Hames
Casey Harrington
Julia Weiler
Alien Mayer

Lois M.P.A. ’78 and Robert ’49 Green
UDSC Undergraduate Summer Internship
Emma Craig
Leah McConnell

International Studies Stream Summer Research Award
Margaret Federics

H.E.R.O. (Human Environmental Regional Observatory) Fellowship
Joseph Danko
Matthew Manley
Martha Ziemer

H.E.R.O. Mosakowski Institute Fellow for Sustainable Science
Sharon Palmer

H.E.R.O. O'Connor Fellow
Andrew Hosteller

Henry J. Leir Summer Research Scholarship
Caroline Johnson
Lisa Johnson

Theodore H. Barth Foundation Summer Internship Award
Katherine Bamberg
Joan Carney
Ellen Davis
Ngoc Bui (Minnie)

Line Anne and Leo E. Beavers II Fellowship
Stephanie Aldrich
Katherina McMahan
Simona Tocchi
Alison Bertsat
Dhade Sharmara
Eric Tilston

Marsh-Mosakowski NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science Fellows
Christina Geller
Audrey Seiz
Lauren Ziemer

September 5, 2012
Higgins University Center, Tilton Hall
2 – 3:30 p.m.
University Honor Societies

2012-2013 Members of Gryphon and Pleiades

Zoe Greenberg  Hana Chamoun  Rachel Sorenson
Sarah Gross  Maria Campos  Crystal Fam
Christopher McCloskey  Andrew Hostetler

2012-2013 Members of Fiat Lux

Amelia Angevine  Maria Engels  Abby Peltov
Harrison Bass  Elizabeth Harris  Jordan Stein
Maria Campos  Talia Hirsch  Lerneen Stojanaj
Jane Carper  Rose Kamler  Sarah Surprenant
Hana Chamoun  Catherine Lewis  Amelia Willcox
Emma Craig  Shelby Margolin  Sophie Williamson
Ellen Davis  Brittany Murphy  Thu Nguyen
Kenji Driscoll

2012-2013 Steinbrecher Fellows

Alison Berlent  Kulani Panapitiya Dias  Alison Mayer
Alexis Carlson  Shara D’Lima  Kristen Wilthers
Natalie Cilem  Tricia Labbe  Alina Michalewicz

Universitywide Awards

The Marshall Geer McKim Memorial Fund
Felicia Bakaj  Crystal Carpenter  Michael Steinman

Thomas M. Dolan ’62 Outstanding Service Award
Shelby Margolin and Harris Rollinger

Departmental Awards

Biology Department
M. Margaret Comer Memorial Award for Undergraduate Studies in the Biological Sciences
Valeria Maldonado  Alexander Vickers

The Potter Award
Karissa Lear

Chemistry Department
American Chemical Society and Analytical Chemical Award
Barrett Schwartz

Chemical Rubber Company Prize Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award
Yisrael Lattke  Bianna McCarthy

Organic Chemistry Prize
Rhady Sorm  Kelli Stockmal

Wen-Xiong Yen Excellence in Chemistry Fellowship
Laura Migliaccio

Economics Department
David R. Porter ’35 Prize for Excellence in Economics
Iryna Ambroz  Theresa Smith

The Roger Von Tiexel Book Prize
Shalini Ghati  Trang Luong

English Department
William H. Carter Jr. Prize in English
Joshua Joyce

Prettiess Chewy Hoyt Poetry Contest
First Place: Eric Devenney
Third Place: Ava Molnar and Nicholas J. Porcella

Betty ’79 and Stanley Sultan Short Story Contest
First Place: Vipul Shah  Second Place: Michael Steigman  Third Place: Lauren Cyr

Loring Holmes and Ruth Dodd Drama Contest
First Place: Alex Kump  Second Place: Ava Molnar  Third Place: Alexandra Tennant
Honorable Mention: Michelle Houle

Geography Department
Strabo Prize
Tatiana Baglioni

International Development, Community, and Environment Department
Theodore Von Lusse Undergraduate Prize in International Development
Natalie Cilem

Philosophy Department
Logic Prize in Philosophy
Andrew Masley

Student Summer Research and Internship Awards

James ’39 and Ada Bickman Summer Science Research Internships

Biology
Sara Sletten  Derek Luong
Chemistry
Derek Luong  Fouad Abdulmajeed

Arthur E. Martell and Thomas T. Sugihara Summer Science Internship Award
Kelli Stockmal

Maurine H. Milburn Summer Research Fellowship

Unurbat Erdenemunkh  Tianyi Shen
Xiao Ran Li

Frederick M. and Alice Murdock Summer Science Internship
Agniesz Cheong

Physics Department
Albert C. Erickson ’30 Award
Pascal Lamb

Roy S. Anderson ’43 Award
Franklin Fengild

Political Science Department
Irving & Edith Wilber Prize
Brendan Labbe  Brian Walt

Morris H. Cohen Prize
Bay Couray  Matthew Furman

Psychology Department
Herman A. Wiltkin Memorial Fund
Anna Voitsekh

Simon and Eve Colin Undergraduate Creativity Award
Kulani Panapitiya Dias

Visual and Performing Arts Department
Jason Michael Simpkins Memorial Endowment for Screen Studies
Alison Mayer

Communication and Culture Program
Foundation Course Award
Rebecca Miller  Anthony Saracino

Languages and Literature

American Chemical Society and Analytical Chemical Award
Barrett Schwartz

Chemical Rubber Company Prize Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award
Yisrael Lattke  Bianna McCarthy

Organic Chemistry Prize
Rhady Sorm  Kelli Stockmal

Wen-Xiong Yen Excellence in Chemistry Fellowship
Laura Migliaccio

Economics Department
David R. Porter ’35 Prize for Excellence in Economics
Iryna Ambroz  Theresa Smith

The Roger Von Tiexel Book Prize
Shalini Ghati  Trang Luong

English Department
William H. Carter Jr. Prize in English
Joshua Joyce

Prettiess Chewy Hoyt Poetry Contest
First Place: Eric Devenney
Third Place: Ava Molnar and Nicholas J. Porcella

Betty ’79 and Stanley Sultan Short Story Contest
First Place: Vipul Shah  Second Place: Michael Steigman  Third Place: Lauren Cyr

Loring Holmes and Ruth Dodd Drama Contest
First Place: Alex Kump  Second Place: Ava Molnar  Third Place: Alexandra Tennant
Honorable Mention: Michelle Houle

Geography Department
Strabo Prize
Tatiana Baglioni

International Development, Community, and Environment Department
Theodore Von Lusse Undergraduate Prize in International Development
Natalie Cilem

Philosophy Department
Logic Prize in Philosophy
Andrew Masley

Student Summer Research and Internship Awards

James ’39 and Ada Bickman Summer Science Research Internships

Biology
Sara Sletten  Derek Luong
Chemistry
Derek Luong  Fouad Abdulmajeed

Arthur E. Martell and Thomas T. Sugihara Summer Science Internship Award
Kelli Stockmal

Maurine H. Milburn Summer Research Fellowship

Unurbat Erdenemunkh  Tianyi Shen
Xiao Ran Li

Frederick M. and Alice Murdock Summer Science Internship
Agniesz Cheong